
CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

A holistic process that trains, reviews, rewards and motivates agents to look beyond just solving
a customer’s problem

Converting technical support
interactions into sales opportunities

How CSS Corp reengineered a leading computer security company’s support team’s sales process to grow their business through cross 
and upselling, contributing as much as US$32,000 every month to their revenue.



It is well known that a new sale is more difficult, especially in a 
crowded marketplace where customers have several similar 
products or services to choose from. It is often easier to focus on 
existing customers. But upselling and cross-selling aren’t easy 
either.  Often, such initiatives fail as agents don’t introduce the sale 
in a way that benefits the customer. What is needed is a holistic 
selling process that trains, reviews, rewards and motivates agents 
effectively, as CSS Corp did for this security software provider. The 
company’s support team is now contributing US$32,000 every 
month to their revenue.

Client Situation
Although the client is a leading security technologies company – 150 
million users across 170 countries, meeting sales targets was an 
arduous task for the support team. 

Their primary sales channels were retail outlets, official online stores 
and agent trackers. The agent tracker is a restricted employee-only 
channel that agents can use to sell products and offer promotional 
discounts with their supervisor’s approval.

The support team’s sales performance issues largely stemmed from 
the fact that not all the agents were contributing to the overall sales 
target, which were met purely due to some of the agents closing a lot 
of sales. The company identified this as their primary challenge and 
decided to set individual sales targets. But they still faced the 
challenge of driving individuals to meet their sales targets.

Another drawback of their sales process was that the company is 
constantly churning out new and better products and while these new 
products were made available on the official online store, they were 
not available in the agent tracker. 

In addition, while they had a rewards system in place – branded 
goodies and performance incentives were given each month based on 
the employee performance – the process for claiming the goodies 
however was complex, and did not exactly reward the agents 
`instantly'.

The agents were not aware of the points system and how points can 
be converted into goodies – as a result, they lacked motivation. CSS 
Corp suggested an instant reward system that allowed agents to see 
their actions leading to recognition and rewards. In addition to this, a 
CSS Corp-funded Reward and Recognition program was also 
implemented that offered significantly greater motivation for the 
agents. 

The CSS Corp Solution
The monthly sales target for the team was set at US$32,000. We 
began by understanding their sales process and identifying gaps in 
the existing setup. Armed with a thorough understanding, we 
proposed and implemented a sales process re-engineering strategy. 
The three main elements of our strategy were:

1. Training: We focused on training agents in pitching the product  
 lines with the maximum cross-selling potential. We conducted:

  a. Blanket sales training that covered features, advantages
   and benefits of all products and services and views of
   thought leaders on the difference between upselling and
   cross-selling. We identified the targeted products as
   Internet security and PC tune-up, which contributed to
   80% of the sales volume

  b. Mock calls on initiating sales pitch

  c. Special training on objection handling and probing  
   processes

  d. Live calls to gauge the effectiveness of the training and  
   sending of flyers related to the opportunity and daily ‘tip of
   the day’ mailers to agents

2. Operations: We made five major operational changes:

  a. Began tracking pitch rate, every two hours

  b. Published bi-hourly / daily sales report on the notice 
board

  c. Reviewed and constantly trained outliers
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A provider of security software, the company is known for the 
latest in cutting-edge security technologies for computers, 
laptops and mobile devices.
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 d. Assigned week-wise targets to agents / leads and focused on goal attainment 

 e. Conducted daily reviews with leads to drive sales

3. Reward and motivation: We tweaked the rewards system to include:

 a. Daily power hour to reward top performers where CSS Corp-funded and branded   
  goodies from the client were given away

 b. Monthly sales performance rewards to agents exceeding their sales goals

Business Outcomes
Our process reengineering strategies significantly improved the sales process. Agents were 
better equipped to think ahead and offer products and services that serve customers better. 
Daily sales metrics available to agents, gave them the information they needed about their 
performance and to make improvements, when required. More importantly, these changes 
enabled the support team to not only meet but achieve 119% of the sales target. 


